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It is demonstrated that an AT-cut quartz crystal driven in the thickness-shear-wave mode and
typically used as a sensor to monitor the viscoelastic shear-wave properties of a fluid also produce
longitudinal pressure waves. Unlike the shear wave, these waves are capable of long-range
propagation through the fluid and of reflection at its boundaries, notably at an outer fluid–air
interface. They introduce a component into the measured electrical impedance and resonance
frequency shift of the crystal, which reflects the setting up of cyclic pressure-wave resonances in the
fluid. This has important implications for the practical employment of these crystal as sensors.
Under appropriate conditions, as demonstrated for water and n-octane, it is possible to determine the
propagating properties of sound waves in a fluid simultaneously with the viscoelastic shear-wave
properties. These experiments are supported by an analysis of the appropriate hydrodynamic
equations for waves in the crystal–fluid system, which predicts electrical characteristics in close
agreement with those found experimentally. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-8979~98!00205-9#I. INTRODUCTION
AT-cut piezoelectric quartz crystals, driven in the
thickness-shear mode and immersed in a fluid are being used
in many applications to monitor the viscoelastic properties of
the fluid at the crystal surface. It is generally assumed that
the crystal generates a simple propagating shear wave which,
interacting with the fluid, causes a mechanical load on the
crystal. The piezoelectric coupling then allows this load to be
interpreted in terms of changes in the resonance frequency
and electrical impedance of the crystal.
This ideal situation is unlikely to be attained in practice,
however, because of the boundary conditions at the crystal
surface. In the first place, as Martin and Hager1,2 have em-
phasized, since the circular electrodes are necessarily finite,
the tangential surface velocity of an AT-cut crystal is non-
uniform, having a Gaussian profile with a maximum at the
center and falling to zero just beyond the electrode edge.
They have argued1 that this nonuniform motion in the plane
of the crystal, in addition to causing the expected shear mo-
tion, will also produce a component of fluid motion normal
to the crystal surface. Indeed, they and others3,4 have dem-
onstrated experimentally that this fluid motion does occur
with a wave propagating away from the crystal surface.
However, as will be shown below, the Martin and Hager
analysis of the origin of this wave is unsatisfactory.
Second, there is considerable evidence that a normal as
well as a tangential velocity is actually generated at the sur-
face of these crystals. While the latter might be deliberately
generated piezoelectrically, the former arise from coupled
flexural motions of the crystal as Mindlin,5 Koga,6 and others
have described. Indeed, Mindlin argues that the resonances
a!Electronic mail: seecs@sees.bangor.ac.uk2520021-8979/98/83(5)/2524/9/$15.00
ownloaded 19 Aug 2013 to 131.227.192.158. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstracin a bounded crystal commonly distinguished as those of the
thickness–shear modes are simply regions in the spectrum of
flexural mode resonances where the frequency is least sensi-
tive to crystal dimensions. Although their analyses were ap-
plied to rectangular quartz plates, the general findings will
apply to circular plates as considered here. Thus, the piezo-
electrically excited thickness–shear mode vibrations in finite
planar crystals such as those commonly employed as sensors
will require the coexcitation of flexural modes to satisfy the
crystal conditions. Moreover, each mode will generate both
normal and tangential components of velocity and displace-
ment at the crystal surface. Although the flexural mode does
not contribute significantly to the tangential displacement, its
contribution to the normal displacement is some four times
that of the shear mode.5
The consequences of this situation are explored below.
First, it is shown that in experiments where AT-cut crystals
are used in typical fluids having a free surface and the reso-
nance frequencies and electrical impedances are monitored,
there is clear evidence that both transverse shear (S) and
longitudinal pressure (P) waves contribute to the measured
properties. This confirms and extends the experimental evi-
dence given earlier.1–4
Second, removing the restriction of incompressibility,
and considering the full hydrodynamic equations for a vis-
coelastic fluid, the particle velocity in the fluid can be de-
composed into component velocities transverse and normal
to the crystal surface, which are compatible with the trans-
verse shear and flexural modes excited at the crystal bound-
ary. These components give rise, respectively, to S and P
waves. This treatment is in contrast to that of Martin and
Hager1 and Lin and Ward3 in which the assumption that the
fluid was incompressible was made.4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
t. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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DIt is then possible to derive expressions for the resonance
frequency and electrical impedance of the crystal/fluid sys-
tem, which show good correlation with those obtained ex-
perimentally for the typical fluids water and n-octane and
from which it is possible to obtain values of the sound ve-
locity simultaneously with the shear-wave properties. These
findings have implications for the practical employment of
AT-cut quartz crystals as sensors of viscoelastic loads.
II. EXPERIMENT
AT-cut planar quartz crystals, 0.16 mm thick, operating
as thickness–shear resonators at a nominal fundamental reso-
nance frequency of 10 MHz were used. The crystals had 200
nm thick gold electrodes, the upper one 7 mm and the lower
one 3 mm in diameter. A crystal was mounted in the base of
a 30 mm diam cylindrical metal cell, using an O-ring com-
pression seal as shown in Fig. 1. The upper surface was in
contact with a column of liquid, d , approximately 5 mm
deep and the lower surface was in air. The cell was adjusted
so that the crystal and liquid surfaces were approximately
parallel. The depth d could be very gradually changed with
time, either by allowing natural evaporation to occur or by
means of a peristaltic pump. An impedance analyzer
~Hewlett Packard model 4194A! was used to measure the
electrical impedance of the crystal as a function of fre-
quency. All measurements were made at a temperature of
approximately 20 °C. A typical response for the crystal in
contact with water of fixed depth ;5 mm is shown in Fig. 2.
The modulus of the impedance is characterized by a mini-
mum uZe
su and a maximum uZe
pu, which are attributable to the
series ~s! and parallel ~p! shear-wave resonances of the sys-
tem at frequencies f s and f p, respectively.
FIG. 1. The fluid cell and quartz-crystal system.
FIG. 2. The modulus uZeu of the electrical impedance of the crystal in water
near the series and parallel resonance frequencies f s and f p.ownloaded 19 Aug 2013 to 131.227.192.158. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstracIt was observed that the responses were sensitive to the
depth, d , of the fluid, the modulus uZeu undergoing small
cyclic changes as d was gradually increased or decreased.
An example for water showing this behavior in the neighbor-
hood of the f s and f p resonance frequencies is given in Fig.
3. The changes can be seen most clearly in the resonance
impedances uZe
su and uZe
pu, which show a regular succession
of maxima and minima, respectively, as d is changed with
time ~Fig. 4!. The associated resonance frequencies f s and
f p are also shown and are clearly indicative of additional
secondary resonances superimposed on the main shear-wave
resonances. From a knowledge of the area of the liquid/air
interface, the change in water depth, Dd , required to move
through one cycle of a secondary resonance could be deter-
mined. In the case of natural evaporation, this was done by
measuring the loss in weight over a given time in an auxil-
iary experiment and, when the pump was employed, by de-
termining the pumping speed ~usually, 60 nL/s!. For water,
Dd was 74.1 mm.
The secondary resonances were sensitive not only to the
depth of the liquid but also to the general geometry of the
cell. Cells of larger diameter gave similar performance, while
insertion of metal rings into the 30 mm cell to reduce the
diameter of the liquid column so that the liquid/air meniscus
FIG. 3. Cyclic changes in uZeu as the depth d of water in the cell is gradually
decreased with time through the sequence 1–9 at frequencies near to the
resonances ~a! at f s and ~b! at f p. Also shown are the corresponding
changes in the minimum uZe
su at the series resonance and maximum uZepu at
the parallel resonance.t. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Dbecame more prominent, produced a number of additional
resonances. Slightly tilting the cell from the vertical so that
the liquid surface was no longer parallel to the crystal surface
also introduced additional resonances as shown in Fig. 5, and
a more severe tilting produced a much broader response sug-
gesting resonances over a continuous range of depths ~Fig.
FIG. 5. Effect on uZepu when the crystal surface and water–air interface are
not parallel. A small misalignment produces double peaks ~a! and improved
alignment results in single peaks ~b!.
FIG. 4. Sequences of ~a! maxima in uZesu and ~b! minima in uZepu as the
water depth d is changed linearly with time. The corresponding changes in
resonance frequencies f s and f p are also shown. The numbered sequence in
~a! corresponds to that in Fig. 3~a!.ownloaded 19 Aug 2013 to 131.227.192.158. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstrac6!. These results were not specific to water, and similar phe-
nomena occurred with other liquids including aqueous solu-
tions. For example, Fig. 7 shows the resonance sequences for
n-octane under natural evaporation. In this case, a small de-
gree of nonalignment produced a small but well-separated
second resonance.
Shear waves in liquids are expected to be absorbed
within a few mm of the crystal surface, and therefore, the
shear-wave impedance should be insensitive to the depth and
configuration of the fluid volumes employed here. It appears
that the depth-sensitive secondary resonances arise from
waves that are capable of propagation through the liquid and
reflection at the liquid/air interface, and therefore, must be
longitudinal pressure or P waves. Provided the crystal sur-
face and liquid–air interface are parallel, the cell can then be
‘‘tuned’’ to give reasonably sharp single resonances by ad-
justing the liquid depth as in Fig. 4. Otherwise, given the
configuration of the fluid volume and the possibility of mul-
tiple paths within it, confused responses are to be expected.
The situation is reminiscent of that for the liquid acoustic
interferometers described by Hubbard7 and particularly by
Hunter and Fox8,9 who used the reflecting qualities of the
air–liquid interface in obtaining resonances in a column of
oil driven by a quartz crystal operating in the thickness ex-
pander, P-wave, mode. These authors emphasized that con-
FIG. 6. Effect of severe misalignment of crystal surface and water–air in-
terface.
FIG. 7. Resonance sequences for n-octane as depth d is reduced by natural
evaporation.t. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Dsiderable care was necessary in leveling the resonator if a
pure resonance was to be achieved and unwanted secondary
modes avoided.
A repeat of the resonance sequence will occur as the
liquid level alters whenever the depth d changes by a half
wavelength of the pressure wave established in the liquid.
Thus, the change in depth Dd between resonances in the
sequences shown in Figs. 4 and 7 should be equal to l/2,
where l5c/ f is the wavelength at frequency f and c is the
velocity of pressure waves in the liquid. From these mea-
surements, the wave velocities in water and n-octane are
deduced to be 1517 and 1231 m s21, respectively, in remark-
ably good agreement with published values of the sound ve-
locities in these liquids.10
The observed effects confirm the presence of a pressure
(P) wave component generated by the crystal simulta-
neously with the normal shear (S) wave and contributing to
the overall mechanical impedance of the liquid sensed by the
crystal. This component is particularly sensitive to the setting
up of resonance conditions within the liquid column, and
extraneous fluctuations in the liquid depth will be reflected in
fluctuations in the measured resonance frequency and in the
resonance impedances uZe
su and uZe
pu. This can be seen in
Fig. 3 where vibration-induced ripples in the liquid surface
are manifest as fluctuations in the uZu characteristics, particu-
larly close to the turning points.
III. SIMULTANEOUS GENERATION OF S AND P
WAVES
To explore the coexistence of transverse S and longitu-
dinal P waves, it is necessary to consider the hydrodynamic
equations for a fluid that is both viscous and compressible.
By contrast, in earlier treatments1,3 it was assumed that the
fluid was incompressible and an incomplete hydrodynamic
equation was employed in which a pressure term was omit-
ted. It was argued that the nonuniform tangential surface
velocity of the crystal gave rise to a velocity in the fluid
normal to the crystal surface. The treatment is ultimately
unsatisfactory, however, because this velocity does not have
the attributes of a traveling wave as observed experimentally,
although the authors suggested that one might be generated
beyond the viscous boundary layer at the crystal surface. In
fact, the assumption of incompressibility implies that a lon-
gitudinal P wave cannot propagate and so their treatment
must inevitably fail to predict one.
In the Appendix, the linearized hydrodynamic equations
of motion11 are considered for a compressible, viscoelastic
fluid and it is found convenient to decompose the particle
velocity v¯ into two components v¯1 and v¯2 where
v¯15curl c , and v¯25grad f ,
in which c and f are vector and scalar velocity potentials. A
coordinate system is adopted in which axes x and y are in the
plane of the crystal surface and z is normal to it. At the
crystal surface, the piezoelectric drive is assumed to induce a
primary motion in the x direction but a component in the z
direction is also assumed because of the possibility of flex-
ural modes.5 The treatment by Schneider and Martin4 in-
cludes the compressibility of the liquid but does not considerownloaded 19 Aug 2013 to 131.227.192.158. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstracflexural motion, arguing instead that a pressure wave is gen-
erated solely by the variation of lateral motion across the
crystal surface.
The velocity v¯1 satisfies Eq. ~A6! and depends on the
fluid viscoelasticity h, which under an alternating shear
stress, can be expressed as h*5h82ih9 where h8 and h9
are energy loss and storage components. v¯1 has a major com-
ponent in the x direction @Eq. ~A13!#, which can be ex-
pressed as
v1x5Vxei~vt2k1z ! f ~x ,y !,
where Vx f (x ,y) is the magnitude of the tangential
thickness–shear mode velocity generated by the crystal at
the surface z50 and f (x ,y) accounts for the variation of this
velocity across the crystal face. f (x ,y) is found to be of
Gaussian form.2–4 The velocity v1x is that of a transverse
shear, S wave, propagating in the z direction with an angular
frequency v. ~In the physical interpretation of v1x the real
component of eivt is to be taken!. The wave-number k1 is
complex and can be written as
k156~vr0 /uhu!1/2e2iu/2, ~A12!
where uhu5(h821h92)1/2 and u5tan21 h8/h9. Thus, v1x is
entirely associated with the viscoelastic shear-wave proper-
ties of the fluid and has the characteristics of the expected
shear wave generated by the crystal. Absorption occurs be-
cause k1 has an imaginary component. There is also a
z-directed wave v1z generated wherever ] f (x ,y)/]x is non-
zero @Eq. ~A14!#, but this is likely to be much less than v1x .
It is similar to the normally directed wave component de-
scribed by Martin and Hager1 and is attenuated to the same
degree as the S-wave v1z . Consequently, it can be over-
whelmed by a true propagating longitudinal wave in the z
direction associated with v2 as described below.
The v1x S wave will generate a shear stress at the crystal
surface of magnitude h*(]v1x /]z)0 and will give rise to a
shear impedance
Z¯s5Ssh*S ]v1x]z D 0@v1x~0 !#21,
where Ss is the active area of the crystal for S waves. From
Eq. ~A13!
Z¯s52iSsh*k1 ,
and using Eqs. ~A11! and ~A12!,
Z¯s5Ss~vr0h!1/2eiu/2,
which can be expressed as
Z¯s5Rs1iXs .
On the other hand, the velocity component v¯2 , satisfies Eq.
~A7!, which includes a term involving the pressure p and
thereby admits the possibility of longitudinal pressure waves
in the fluid. It also involves a term containing the viscoelastic
coefficients h and z, ~the second coefficient z relating to the
fluid compressibility11!. The solution of Eq. ~A7! yields a
dominant longitudinal P-wave v2z @Eqs. ~A16! and ~A18!#,t. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Dwhich propagates through the fluid with a phase velocity c
and absorption coefficient a @Eq. ~A17!#, which depend on
h* and z*.
This wave will undergo multiple reflections at the fluid–
air and fluid–crystal interfaces creating a load impedance Z¯p
on the crystal given by Eq. ~A19!, which can be expressed as
Z¯p5Rp1iXp ,
where
Rp5Sprc
~12r2g2!@11tan2~vd/c !#
~12rg!21~11rg!2 tan2~vd/c ! , ~1!
Xp52Sprc
4rg tan~vd/c !
~12rg!21~11rg!2 tan2~vd/c ! , ~2!
and g is the absorption factor e22ad. The velocity reflection
coefficient r , in an ideal case would be 11, but in the
present case the reflector is a free fluid–air interface locally
perturbed by the P wave as well as by extraneous vibrations
and r is likely to be ,1.
IV. THE ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE
It is now necessary to interpret the combined mechanical
impedance (Z¯s1Z¯p) in terms of the electrical impedance of
the crystal. Following Thurston12 and Johannsmann et al.,13
the equivalent electrical–mechanical circuit is as shown in
Fig. 8~a! where
Z¯1522iZ0 cot
vh
vq
, Z¯252iZ0 tan
vh
vq
,
and
Z¯5Z¯s1Z¯p5R1iX5~Rs1Rp!1i~Xs1Xp!.
FIG. 8. ~a! and ~b! equivalent electrical–mechanical circuits for the crystal
system. ~c! Circuit for series mechanical resonance. ~d! Circuit for parallel
electrical resonance.ownloaded 19 Aug 2013 to 131.227.192.158. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstracThe crystal impedance Z05Ssrqvq , where rq is the density
and vq the shear-wave velocity for quartz, h is the half thick-
ness of the crystal, F2 is the piezoelectric ratio of mechani-
cal to electrical impedance,12 C0 is the electrical capacitance
of the crystal, and C is the total capacitance ~C0 plus stray
capacitance! at the input terminals of the crystal.
At a frequency f in the neighborhood of the fundamental
crystal resonance f 0(5vq/4h), i.e., where f 5 f 01D f ,
Z¯1'ipZ0D f / f 0 ,
and Z¯2 is large and can be neglected in comparison with the
parallel load impedance Z¯. Accordingly, the equivalent cir-
cuit is then as in Fig. 8~b!.
The condition for a series mechanical resonance at a
frequency f s near to f 0 is that the total reactive component
of the mechanical impedance is zero, i.e., that
2F2
p f sC0 1
pZ0~ f s2 f 0!
f 0 1X50. ~3!
In the first term, f s may be replaced by f 0 with insignificant
error. If D f s is defined as the difference between the me-
chanical series resonance frequencies of the crystal im-
mersed in a fluid, f s, and in air, f 08 , then to a good approxi-
mation since X'0 in the latter case,
D f s5D f ss1D f ps52
f 0~Xs1Xp!
pZ0
, ~4!
where D f ss and D f ps are the separate contributions from the
S- and P-wave reactances. There is an implied assumption
here that the piezoelectric ratio F is the same for the shear
and flexural modes. This point will be discussed later.
At series mechanical resonance only the real element,
(Rs1Rp) of the mechanical impedance remains and the elec-
trical impedance is obtained by transferring this through the
transformer to the electrical side @Fig. 8~c!#. The modulus of
the electrical impedance then becomes
uZ¯e
su5
Rs1Rp
4F2 H 11Fp f 0C~Rs1Rp!2F2 G2J 21/2 ~5!
where f s has been replaced by f 0 .
The mechanical impedance transferred to the electrical
side is shunted by the input capacitance C , and conse-
quently, a parallel electrical resonance is also possible at a
frequency f p. f s. Assuming that f p is close to f 0 so that
Fig. 8~b! applies, the total mechanical impedance Z¯T5(Rs
1Rp)1iXT of the components represented in Fig. 8~b! may
be transferred to the electrical side, giving an equivalent
electrical impedance ZT/4F2 @Fig. 8~d!#. The total electrical
impedance is then
Z¯e
p5
Z¯T
4F21i2p f pCZ¯T
. ~6!
The condition for parallel resonance is that the reactive part
of (Z¯ep)21 is minimized, which requires that
XT5
2F2
p f pC . ~7!t. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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DThe expression for XT at resonance f p is the left-hand side of
Eq. ~3! with f s replaced by f p, and thus,
D f p52 f 0~Xs1Xp!
pZ0
1
2F2
p2Z0C
. ~8!
Using Eqs. ~6! and ~7!, the modulus of the impedance at
parallel resonance becomes
uZe
pu5
F2
~p f pC !2~Rs1Rp! F11S p f
pC~Rs1Rp!
2F2 D
2G1/2.
~9!
The way in which the measured parameters D f s, D f p, uZesu,
and uZe
pu might change as the fluid depth d is altered can now
be determined. Unless d is within the absorption range of the
shear wave (;10 mm), an unlikely condition in normal op-
eration of the crystal as a sensor in a fluid, Rs and Xs will be
independent of d . On the other hand, Rp and Xp , @Eqs. ~1!
and ~2!# are cyclic functions of d .
If it is assumed that the variation of g with d is of second
order compared with the variation of tan(vd/c), then, from
Eq. ~2!, Xp will have zeros where vd/c5np/2, n being an
integer, i.e., where d5nl/4, l being the wavelength. Xp
also has turning points where, for n even,
d5
nl
4 6
l
2p tan
21 12rl
11rl .
At these points, the reactance has extreme values
m
2rgZ f
12r2g2 ,
in which Z f5Sprc , the characteristic P-wave impedance of
the fluid. Using Eq. ~8!, the corresponding extreme shifts in
D f ps are
~D f ps!ex56
2rg f 0Z f
~12r2g2!pZ0
. ~10!
Thus, as shown in Fig. 9, when d is progressively changed,
the presence of the P wave causes D f s @Eq. ~4!# to oscillate
about a mean value, D f ss , ~the shift in series resonance fre-
quency induced by the S-wave load! by an amount D f ps .
According to Eq. ~8!, D f p, the shift in the parallel resonance
frequency, will show similar oscillatory behavior.
Comparison of Figs. 9 and 4 shows how well the model
predicts the character of the experimental results and con-
firms the earlier supposition that a P wave was present.
@Note that in Fig. 9 the abscissa corresponds to decreasing
FIG. 9. The shift in the series resonance D f s as the depth d of the fluid is
decreased. Zeros in D f ps occur where d5nl/4 ~at A , C , etc., when n is even
and B , D , etc., when n is odd!.ownloaded 19 Aug 2013 to 131.227.192.158. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstracdepth d as in Fig. 4.# Small fluctuations on the traces in Fig.
4 are likely to be due to perturbations in the liquid–air inter-
face already discussed.
Rp , the real part of Z¯p @Eq. ~1!# is also a cyclic function
of d . When d5nl/4, maxima equal to
Z f~11rg!/~12rg!,
occur for n even and minima equal to
Z f~12rg!/~11rg!,
for n odd as shown in Fig. 10. The width of a peak in R ,
defined by the interval in d over which D f ps goes from
2(D f ps)ex to 1(D f ps)ex @Eq. ~10!#, is
l
2 @p22 tan
21~12rg!/~11rg!# .
The periodicity in Rp will be reflected in the resonance im-
pedances uZe
su and uZe
pu @Eqs. ~5! and ~9!# and, in both cases,
the effect of Rp under the square-root sign will be of second
order. Accordingly, to a first approximation, uZe
su may be
expected to vary directly with Rp and as d is gradually
changed, to go through a series of maxima of magnitude
uZe
sumax'FZ f~12g!11g 1RsG~4F2!21,
as shown in Fig. 11.
In the case of uZe
pu the situation is somewhat more com-
plicated, but if Rp!Rs , a condition applicable to water and
to n-octane, then
uZe
pu'
F2
~p f 0C !2Rs S 12 RpRs D ,
which varies linearly with Rp , and thus, will also be cyclic
in d ~Fig. 11!. Note that uZe
pu is maximum where uZe
su is
FIG. 10. Rp as a function of d . When d5nl/4, maxima occur for n even
~A , C , etc.,! and minima for n odd ~B , D , etc.,!.
FIG. 11. The cyclic nature of the series and parallel resonance impedances
uZe
su and uZepu, as d is increased.t. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Dminimum. These characteristics of the model are closely
similar to those of the experimental results shown in Figs. 4
and 7.
There are two main reasons why it is not possible to
predict accurately the relative magnitudes of the transverse
and longitudinal wave impedances. First, the electrome-
chanical conversion ratio, F2, is not necessarily the same for
the thickness–shear and flexural modes. Second, the active
areas Ss and Sp involved in the impedances cannot be as-
sumed to be the same although Ss is likely to be approxi-
mately equal to the nominal area of the crystal electrode.
However, assuming F to be the same for the two modes, it is
possible to obtain an estimate of Sp /Ss as follows.
Since Zp5Spzw and Z05Sszq , where zw , zq are the
characteristic impedances for the P wave in the fluid ~water!
and for an S wave in quartz ~1.53106 and 8.8
3106 kg m22 s21, respectively!, Eq. ~10! can be converted
to
Sp
Ss
59.1
~12r2g2!
rg
~D f ps!ex
f 0 .
In the case of water,10 the absorption coefficient at 107 Hz is
2.5 Np m21, and thus, for a depth d55 mm, g50.975
while, from Fig. 4, (D f ps)ex / f 0 is about 1024. Thus, if the
interface is ideal, r51 and Sp /Ss'531025, while if it is
rough and r is small, say 0.1, then Sp /Ss'1022. In either
case, only a small area of the crystal surface appears to sup-
port the P wave. This is not surprising if the tuning require-
ment for a P wave is considered. Resonance will be achieved
only where d is a multiple of l/2. In addition to any lack of
parallelism between the crystal and fluid/air interfaces, the
topology of the crystal surface and the existence of ripples in
the fluid surface will lead to a variation in depth across the
crystal face and a distribution of d values. In this situation,
resonance conditions will exist only locally. In the case of
water, for example, the wavelength of the P wave will be
about 150 mm and tuning to resonance will require adjust-
ment in depth to within a mm or so. Variations in d of this
order across the crystal face are very likely to occur and will
mean that only localized resonances will be possible at any
one time. In these circumstances, the effective Sp can be
expected to be much less than Ss .
V. CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that a typical AT-cut crystal sensor
system, operating in a nominally thickness–shear mode in a
liquid, can generate a longitudinal P wave as well as the
expected transverse S wave, the former being sufficiently
strong to affect the overall sensor performance. The accom-
panying analysis assumes that the mechanical impedances
associated with the two waves are to be considered in series
and transformed with the same transformer ratio F to the
electrical side. The general agreement between theory and
experiment indicates that this is a plausible procedure. If F
were different for the thickness–shear and flexural modes,
the weight given to each impedance on the electrical sideownloaded 19 Aug 2013 to 131.227.192.158. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstracwould be altered without affecting the general conclusions,
although the estimate of the effective area associated with
the P wave would be altered.
Unlike S waves, the weak absorption of P waves means
that they can have long-range interactions with the crystal
surroundings. The frequency shift D f and impedance Z¯e re-
flect these interactions. In a given configuration of operation
of a crystal sensor in a fluid, the P-wave contribution to the
overall frequency shift and impedance determined by the
crystal might be unsuspectingly attributed to shear waves.
The P-wave paths will involve reflections at any of the
boundaries of the sensor/fluid cell, but those involving the
liquid–air boundary ~or a liquid–metal boundary in cases
where the crystal is mounted vertically in the wall of a cell!
will be particularly important because the reflection coeffi-
cient could approach unity there. Unless they are well con-
trolled, the P-wave contributions will at least introduce
‘‘noise’’ and drift into the sensor response.
On the other hand, once the existence of P waves is
recognized, they may be used to make meaningful measure-
ments of the pressure-wave velocity in the bulk fluid simul-
taneously with the S-wave viscoelastic studies at the crystal–
fluid boundary. By careful cell design, it might be possible to
use the P wave for a more extensive study of the pressure-
wave properties of a fluid simultaneously with the shear-
wave properties, so obtaining information on all the vis-
coelastic parameters of the fluid.
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APPENDIX
The linearized hydrodynamic equations of motion for a
viscoelastic compressible fluid11 are
r
dv¯
dt 52grad p1hDv
¯1~z1h/3!v¯, ~A1!
and
dr
dt 1div~rv
¯!50, ~A2!
where v¯ is the particle velocity, r is the excess density !r0 ,
the equilibrium value, and p is the excess pressure !p0 , the
corresponding equilibrium pressure. z and h are viscoelastic
coefficients, the former appearing when the fluid is com-
pressible.
It is convenient to decompose the particle velocity into
two components14 so that
v¯5v¯11v¯2 ,
where
v¯15curl c , v¯25grad f . ~A3!t. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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DThen
div v¯150,
and, since curl grad f50,
v¯5v¯25Dv¯2 .
Equations ~A1! and ~A2! may then be written as
S r0 ]v¯1]t 2hDv¯1D1S r0 ]v¯2]t 2Fz1 4h3 GDv¯21grad p D x50,
~A4!
]r
]t
1r0 div v¯250. ~A5!
Clearly, the decomposed representation of v¯ satisfies Eq.
~A4! if
r0
]v¯1
]t
2hDv¯150, ~A6!
and
r0
]v¯2
]t
2S z1 4h3 DDv¯21grad p50. ~A7!
Adopting a Cartesian coordinate system in which axes x , y
are in the plane of the crystal surface and z is normal to the
surface and assuming that the piezoelectric drive induces a
surface motion primarily in the x direction so that v1y;0,
then, according to Eq. ~A3!, c will have only a y component,
cy , and
v1x52
]cy
]z
, v1y50, v1z5
]cy
]x
. ~A8!
Thus, Eq. ~A6! becomes
r0
]cy
]t
5hDcy , ~A9!
an equation of heat conduction type. A simple plane-wave
solution propagating in the z direction is
cy5Aei~vt2k1z ! f ~x ,y !, ~A10!
where A can be complex and is determined by boundary
conditions at the crystal surface and f (x ,y) accounts for the
variation of the surface velocity v1x(z50) across the crystal
face. v and k1 are the frequency and wave number, respec-
tively. Substituting into Eq. ~A9!, the wave number is found
to be complex and is given by
k1
252
ivr0
h*
, ~A11!
where h*5h82ih9 in which h8 and h9 are the viscous and
elastic components of the viscoelasticity coefficient at the
frequency v. Hence,
k156S vr0uhu D
1/2
e2iu/2, ~A12!
where uhu5(h821h92)1/2 and u5tan21 h8/h9. For a New-
tonian liquid, h950, h5h85hs , and u5p/2, so that k1
56(12i)(vr0/2hs)1/2.ownloaded 19 Aug 2013 to 131.227.192.158. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstracReturning to Eq. ~A10!, using Eq. ~A8!, and choosing
the positive root of k1 so that cy is finite everywhere,
v1x5Bei~vt2k1z ! f ~x ,y !, ~A13!
v1z5~ ik1!21Bei~vt2k1z !] f ~x ,y !/]x , ~A14!
where, since v1x is to be real at the crystal surface (z50),
B(5ik1A) is real, and A is complex.
v1x is a transverse shear wave ~S wave! generated as a
result of an x-directed particle velocity at the crystal surface
and propagating with attenuation, since k1 is complex, into
the liquid. For most liquids, the attenuation will be large.
Simultaneously, a normally directed wave, v1z , phase
shifted by a factor (ik1)21 with respect to v1x , is generated
wherever ] f (x ,y)/]x is nonzero and this wave also propa-
gates with attenuation into the liquid. Because of the factor
k1
21 @Eq. ~A14!#, it is expected to be much smaller in mag-
nitude than v1x .
Consider now the component v¯2 . Equation ~A7! in-
cludes a term in the pressure p , and consequently, admits the
possibility of a longitudinal compression wave propagating
into the fluid. The term involving viscoelastic coefficients z
and h represents energy dissipation11 and will be responsible
for absorption of the wave. If this term is temporarily ne-
glected, Eq. ~A7! becomes
r0
]v¯2
]t
1grad p50,
and, substituting for v2 from Eq. ~A3!,
p52r0
]f
]t
. ~A15!
The induced pressure change p will be related to the density
change r via a modulus of compressibility (]r/]p)/r0 , and
using this expression together with Eqs. ~A3!, ~A5!, and
~A15! we find
]2f
]t2
5
]p
]r
Df ,
which is an equation for a wave with a phase velocity c0
5A]p/]r .11 A solution in the form of a plane wave propa-
gating in the z direction is
f5Cei~vt2k2z !g~x ,y !,
where C is determined by boundary conditions at the crystal
surface and the wave number
k25
v
c0
.
The function g(x ,y) accounts for variation across the crystal
face. f is the velocity potential of a longitudinal compres-
sional wave propagating into the fluid.
Using Eq. ~A3!, the normal and tangential particle ve-
locities are then
v2z5Dei~vt2k2z !g~x ,y !, ~A16!
where D5ik2C and
v2x5Cei~vt2k2z !]g~x ,y !/]x .t. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Dv2z is the velocity of a longitudinal ~sound! wave or P wave
and v2x is that of a transverse wave which, because of the
factor k2 , will be negligible compared with v2z unless
]g(x ,y)/]x is large.
Reintroduction of the viscoelastic term in Eq. ~A7!
causes the wave number to become complex and it can be
expressed in the form
k25
v
c
2ia , ~A17!
where c is a phase velocity dependent on z8 and h8 and a an
absorption coefficient, dependent on z9 and h9, the compo-
nents of z* ~the complex form of z! and h*.15 The P-wave
velocity now becomes
v2z5Deivte2~a1iv/c !zg~x ,y !. ~A18!
The wave v2z will propagate through the fluid to the air
interface at d where it will be reflected with a reflection
coefficient r ~for an ideally smooth and parallel boundary r
51!. It will then return to be reflected at the quartz–liquid
boundary and so on through a series of multiple reflections.
Following Hubbard,7 the series of reflections can be summed
to give the particle velocity in the steady state as
v2z
s 5v2z~1 !1v2z~2 !,
where the total forward and backward particle velocities are
v2z~1 !5Deivt
e2~a1iv/c !z
12re2~a1iv/c !2d g~x ,y !,ownloaded 19 Aug 2013 to 131.227.192.158. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstracv2z~2 !52Deivt
re2~a1iv/c !~2d2z !
12re2~a1iv/c !2d g~x ,y !.
The local pressure p is rc@v2z(1)2v2z(2)# , and if Sp is
the active area for P waves, the impedance Z¯p offered by the
fluid load at the crystal surface is (Spp/v2zs )z50 , which be-
comes
Z¯p5Sprc
11re22ade2i2vd/c
12re22ade2i2vd/c . ~A19!
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